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Notepad code formatter json

Home Browse Development Code Generators JSToolNpp Brought to you by: sunjw8888 Windows Summary Files Reviews Support A JavaScript (JSON) tool for Notepad++ (formerly JSMinNpp) and Visual Studio Code. * Douglas Crockford's JSMin algorithm to minimize JavaScript code. * My own algorithm for formatting JavaScript code. * A JSON tree viewer. The NOTEpad++ JSON Tree Viewer can
easily handle &gt;10MB JSON files. * Support 64bit Notepad++ (from version 1.20.0, .64.zip package). Really useful for JavaScript coders on Notepad++ and Visual Studio code. Easy to use. Made in China. Project page: bugs, please send me an email: sunjw8888 at? gmail.com or submit samimat source code repository has been moved to GitHub. Please check . Features js minimizejs formatjson
viewerjson sort GNU General Public License version 2.0 (GPLv2) Allvue is the only company that combines market-leading technology with the most experienced private capital team in the industry. Combine exceptional S/reporting, a multi-currency general ledger, cash management, and workflow standardization for a complete system. Simplify your management company's accounting with a solution
designed specifically for family doctors with private capital. Leverage a complete information management solution for IR, back office, and deal teams. Integrate your investor portal with fund accounting and CRM modules to get LPs the information they need— faster and easier. Collect, manage and report on underlying companies and assets with ease. Use easy-to-use data visualization tools to make
better and faster decisions. Login To Rate This Project User Ratings 4.9 out of 5 stars ease 1 of 5 2 of 5 3 of 5 4 of 5 5 5 / 5 Features 1 of 5 2 of 5 3 3 of 5 4 of 5 5 4 / 5 Design 1 of 5 2 of 5 3 of 5 4 of 5 4 / 5 Support 1 of 5 2 of 5 3 5 4 of 5 5 5 4 / 5 JS for my favorite Notepad++!! Yes, please!! A great plugin. It is very useful, it can load huge JSON file into Notepad++ for visualization and search. Thank you very
much! (Cannot wait for the JSON lines to be implemented ;-) ) Best of the JSON Notepad++ plugin on the market (of everything I've researched)! The current version is 1.20. Formatted JSON has a better (compact) layout than other competitors I've tried. Read More Reviews &gt; Additional Project Details English Developer Plugins C++ 2010-09-10 Similar Business Software Report Inappropriate Content
Page 2 Home Browse Development Code Generators JSToolNpp Brought to you by: sunjw8888 Windows Summary Files Reviews Support A JavaScript (JSON) Tool for Notepad++ (formerly and Visual Studio Code. * Douglas Crockford's JSMin algorithm to minimize JavaScript code. * My own algorithm for formatting JavaScript code. * A JSON tree viewer. The NOTEpad++ JSON Tree Viewer can easily
handle &gt;10MB JSON files. * Support 64bit Notepad++ (from version 1.20.0, .64.zip package). Really helpful for JavaScript coderon on and Visual Studio Code. Easy to use. Made in China. Project page: bugs, please send me an email: sunjw8888 at? gmail.com or submit samimat source code repository has been moved to GitHub. Please check . Features js minimizejs formatjson viewerjson sort GNU
General Public License version 2.0 (GPLv2) By adding a single line of code to your existing software, you enable dual platform functionality. It's really that simple. Sharing a Windows application on the web has never been easier. Login To Rate This Project User Ratings 4.9 out of 5 stars ease 1 of 5 2 of 5 3 of 5 4 of 5 5 5 / 5 Features 1 of 5 2 of 5 3 3 of 5 4 of 5 5 4 / 5 Design 1 of 5 2 of 5 3 of 5 4 of 5 4 / 5
Support 1 of 5 2 of 5 3 5 4 of 5 5 5 4 / 5 JS for my favorite Notepad++!! Yes, please!! A great plugin. It is very useful, it can load huge JSON file into Notepad++ for visualization and search. Thank you very much! (Cannot wait for the JSON lines to be implemented ;-) ) Best of the JSON Notepad++ plugin on the market (of everything I've researched)! The current version is 1.20. Formatted JSON has a better
(compact) layout than other competitors I've tried. Read more reviews &gt; Additional Project Details English Developer Plugins C++ 2010-09-10 Similar Business Software Report Inappropriate Content Page 3 4.9 out of 5 Stars ease 1 of 5 2 of 5 3 of 5 4 of 5 5 5 5 5 5 / 5 Functions 1 of 5 2 of 5 3 of 5 4 out of 5 5 of 5 4 / 5 Design 1 of 5 2 of 5 3 of 5 4 of 5 5 4 / 5 Support 1 of 5 2 of 5 4 5 5 5 5 4 / 5 Login This
project JS for my favorite notepad ++!! Yes, please!! A great plugin. It is very useful, it can load huge JSON file into Notepad++ for visualization and search. Thank you very much! (Cannot wait for the JSON lines to be implemented ;-) ) Best of the JSON Notepad++ plugin on the market (of everything I've researched)! The current version is 1.20. Formatted JSON has a better (compact) layout than other
competitors I've tried. Simple automatic JSON formatting for Notepad++. Compatible with 64-bit NPP builds. 200k lines of JSON perfectly formatted in 1 second! Great tool and always better! I'm using JsFormat. Beautiful plug-in thank you! I use the JSMin jsMin subfunction JSFormat. JSFormat, a source digestion, makes Javascript source easy to read and thus facilitates project development. ingenious
plugin! A must for any developer! Just 1 suggestion, please update the links to the latest version. On the plugin project page it shows 1.6, plugin manager lists 1.5, on the homepage it is 1.01 and the latest file is 1.6.1 :-) confused me a little.. Prima! I have 10-15 spent reformatting JavaScript created by a plug-in for Acrobat, so it's already saved me a few times! Thank you!! Related Business Categories Page
4 4.9 of 5 Stars ease 1 of 5 2 of 5 3 of 5 4 of 5 5 5 / 5 Features 1 of 5 2 of 5 3 of 5 4 4 5 5 out of 5 4 / 5 Design 1 of 5 2 of 5 3 of 5 4 of 5 5 5 of 5 4 / 5 Support 1 of 5 2 of 5 3 of 5 4 5 5 5 of 5 4 / 5 Login This project JS for my favorite notepad ++!! Yes, please!! A great plugin. It is very useful, it can load huge JSON file into Notepad++ for visualization and search. Thank you very much! (Cannot wait for the JSON
lines to be implemented ;-) ) Best of the JSON Notepad++ plugin on the market (of everything I've researched)! The current version is 1.20. Formatted JSON has a better (compact) layout than other competitors I've tried. Simple automatic JSON formatting for Notepad++. Compatible with 64-bit NPP builds. 200k lines of JSON perfectly formatted in 1 second! Great tool and always better! I'm using JsFormat.
Beautiful plug-in thank you! I use the JSMin jsMin subfunction JSFormat. JSFormat, a source digestion, makes Javascript source easy to read and thus facilitates project development. ingenious plugin! A must for any developer! Just 1 suggestion, please update the links to the latest version. On the plugin project page it shows 1.6, plugin manager lists 1.5, on the homepage it is 1.01 and the latest file is
1.6.1 :-) confused me a little.. Prima! I spent 10-15 minutes reformatting JavaScript created by a plug-in for Acrobat, so it's already saved me a few times! Thank you!! Related Business Categories JSON Viewer SourceForge is a plugin for JSON visualization and formatting. It is useful for tearing/formatting JSON documents and can be used to search complex JSON files using a Treeview tool. The following
image shows the commands offered by the plugin: Starting from a raw JSON fragment (example from ): Glossary: example glossary,GlossDiv: title: S,GlossList: GlossEntry: ID: SGML,SortAs: SGML,GlossTerm: Standard Generalized Markup Language,Acronym: SGML,Abbrev: ISO 8879:1986,GlossDef: used to create markup languages such as DocBook.,GlossSeeAlso: [GML, XML],GlossSee: markup. To
format the code and move in: select all json fragments click plugins/JSON Viewer/format JSON or use the abbreviation Ctrl + Alt + Shift + M This is the resulting formatted code: The plugin can also display a baumview browsable version of the JSON fragment: Select all json fragment click plugins/JSON Viewer/Show JSON Viewer or use the abbreviation Ctrl + Alt + Shift + J The following screenshot shows
how the plugin renders the JSON structure : PDF - Download notepad++ for free
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